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Instructions to Candidates :

Attempt aryt five questions, selecting one question Jiom euch unit. All questions
cqrry equul marks, Schematic diagrams must be shown wherever necessary. Any
data youfeel missing suitably be assumed and stated clearry.
(Inits of quantities used/calculated rnust be stated clearry.

Use affollowing supporting material is permitted cluring examination.

(Mentioned inform No. 2AS)

I. NIL 2.NIL

Q. 1 (a) Describe the performance of the algorithms used to multiply two NxN matrices
using suitable measures of complexity. You should rnake clear what operations
you are counting, what is the worst-case that you are considering, (and, perhaps,
average-case and best-case, where appropriate). Consider also rpire
complexity. 

tSl
(b) Given an affay and a number, find two integers that sums to the given

t8lnumber.

OR

Q. I What is the worst-case complexity of eiich of the following code fragments?
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(a) Two loops in a row: t8l
for(i:0;i<N;i++11

sequence of statements

l
for(:0;j<M;j++){

sequence of statements

)

How would the complexity change if the second loop went to N instead of M?

(b) A nestgd loop followed by a non - nested loop: t8l
for(i:0;i<N;i++;1

for fi :0;j < N; j ++) {
sequence of statements

)

)

for (k: 0; k < N; k++; 1

sequence of statements
I
t

UNIT - II

e.2 (a) Derive an algorithm which converts infix expression to its postfix expression.

Also write algorithm which evaluates the postfix expression. 18]

(b) Write the insertion and deletion algorithms for the following data structures: t8]

(i) Circular Queue

(ii) Stack

(iii) Dequeue

OR

e. 2 (a) Convert foilowing expression in its equivalent postfix expression. [8]

(i) AxB+c
(ii) A*B'\c+D
(iii) A*(B+C*D)+E
Explain the concept of recursion using stack with a suitable example. What are(b)

[3E16s2]

the difficulties in dealing with infix expressions? t8l
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Q. 3 (a) Consider the following function that takes reference to head of a Doubly Linked

List as parameter. Assume thal a node of doubly linked list has previous pointer

as prev and next Pointer as next.

Void fun (struct node ** head-ref)

{
1

truct node * temp: NULL;

struct node * current: *head-ref;

while(current!:NULL)

{

temp:current*>prev;

current - > prev : current - > next;

current->next:temp;

current : current - > prev;

)

if (temp !:NULL)
*head_ref:temp-prev;

)

Assume that reference of head of following doubly linked list is passed to above

functionI<-->2<-->3
linked list after the function call? t8l

(b) Which sorting algorithms can be used to sort a random linked list with minimum

time complexity? t8l

OB

Q. 3 (a) Write the algorithm for insertion and deletion in doubly and circularly corurected

linear Linked lists. t8l
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(b) What does the following function
head?

void funl (struct node* head)
I
t

if (head:: NULL)
return;

funl (head->next);
ptintf ("o/od ", head - > data);

)

do for a given Linked List with first node as

t8l

t8l

of insertion,

tBl

t8l

and

t8l

Q. 4 (a) Create an AVL tree for the following list of elements.

L : < 5, 4, 3, 2, l, 6,7, g, 9, l0 >
(b) Explain the threaded binary Tree. Evaluate the time complexity

deletion and traversal in threaded and ordinary binary trees.

OR

Q.s (a)

(b)

Q.s (a)

(b)

Q. 4 (a) Explain the various applications of trees for representation of sets.

(b) Explain the concept of balanced trees. Write pseudo code for insertion into
deletion form AVL tree.

UNIT - V
Analyze the running time for the bubble sort algorithm. Argue upon its worst

t8lcase, best case, and average case running time.

Sort the following list in increasing order using quick sort technique and argue
upon its running time. l8t
L - < I,3,5,6, g, 10, 13, 1g >

OR
Prove that Heap sort, Merge sort, Quick sort

takes O (n log n) tie in the worst case.

For the graph shown below find the following:

(i) Adjacencylistrepresentation.

(ii) Adjacency matrix representation.

(iii) Adjacency multilist representation.
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